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Irish Chamber Orchestra
Katherine Hunka Director
Robin Tritschler Tenor 

ARIAS & ADVENT
Albinoni  Adagio in G minor reconstructed by Remo Giazotto   
 (Choreography: Diane Daly)
Finzi Dies Natalis, Op. 8
Elgar  Serenade for Strings in E minor, Op. 20
Handel  The Lord preserveth all them that love him from  
 Chandos Anthem No. 5, HWV 250c
Handel  Allegro from Concerto Grosso in D Major, 
 Op 6 No. 5, HWV 323 
 Christmas Carols

Come and experience Albinoni’s Adagio (a breathtakingly beautiful 
piece of stately baroque brilliance) with a twist – under the expert 
guidance of Diane Daly, the members of the orchestra bring an 
added dimension to the sound through movement!  The tender 
yet radiant cantata Dies Natalis, is a setting of poems by Thomas 
Traherne, and is arguably Finzi’s finest work.  Sung by tenor Robin 
Tritschler, the music aptly reflects the joy and wonder of a newborn 
child’s innocent perspective on the world.  In this richly textured work, 
the music naturally flows in a unity of spirit with the lyrics – a hallmark 
of Finzi’s art. Tritschler also sings some festive carols, alongside an 
aria from Handel’s beautiful, intimate Anthem settings written for 
the First Duke of Chandos – some of his best loved choral works.  
Elgar’s gem – his much loved Serenade was a personal favourite, 
and one of his final works recorded back in 1933.  Handel’s Allegro is 
from one of a series of twelve dashing and elegant concerti grossi in 
which he explores kaleidoscopically the shifting relationships among 
orchestral string instruments.

Thursday 12 December  
Monkstown Parish Church, Dublin @ 8pm
www.irishchamberorchestra.com
€25, €22, €10 students, €5 children

Friday 13 December  
St. Mary’s Cathedral, Limerick @ 8pm
www.irishchamberorchestra.com
€25, €22, €10 students, 
€5 children

The Irish Chamber Orchestra is Ireland’s most dynamic ensemble. 
Mixing traditional repertoire with new commissions, and collaborating 
with everyone from DJs to dance companies, the ICO pushes the 
boundaries of what a chamber orchestra can do. You are as likely to 
find the ICO at Electric Picnic as Mozartfest, but wherever it performs, 
the ICO delivers world-class concerts feted for its energy and style.

Each year, the ICO presents concert seasons in  both 
Limerick  and  Dublin, embarks on two national tours, and makes 
a number of prestigious international appearances. Our Artistic 
Committee works closely with Jörg Widmann Principal Conductor/
Artistic Partner and Katherine Hunka Leader, to devise exciting, 
diverse and innovative programmes, mixing standard repertoire with 
new work – often specially commissioned – from the best young Irish 
composers. This versatile approach enables us to appeal to music 
fans of every stripe while upholding the highest artistic standards.

Our groundbreaking initiative, Sing Out with Strings (SOWS), offers 
primary school children in Limerick the chance to learn music. 
The runaway success of SOWS has inspired us to set up a youth 
orchestra, the ICOYO, which provides aspiring musicians aged 12 to 
18 with the support they need to grow. The ICO has made its home 
at the University of Limerick for over 20 years, and is deeply involved 
in the MA in Classical String Performance, supporting young talent 
through workshops and masterclasses.

The ICO is orchestra in residence at the Irish World Academy of 
Music and Dance at the University of Limerick, and is funded by The 
Arts Council of Ireland/An Chomhairle Ealaíon. International touring 
is generously supported by Culture Ireland.
 
www.irishchamberorchestra.com

www.irishchamberorchestra.com
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“Robin Tritschler is 
one of Ireland’s most 
sought-after voices. 
Purity of tone and insightful 
care are coupled with an 
expert’s fascination and delight
in sourcing music.”  
Irish Examiner



“Cellist Sheku Kanneh-
Mason has become a 
global phenomenon.”  
The Telegraph

“A voice of 
fertile imagination, 
originality and 
expressive subtlety.”
Chicago Tribune

SEPTEMBER
Irish Chamber Orchestra
Brett Dean Conductor/Viola  

SHORT STORIES
Mozart  Masonic Funeral Music in C minor, 
 K.477 Maurerische Trauermusik
Mozart  Prelude & Fugue in D Minor, K405/4 
 (after J.S. Bach’s BWV 877) 
Dean  Short Stories Nos. 1 & 2 Devotional, Premonitions 
Mozart  Prelude & Fugue in E, K 405/3 (after Bach’s BWV 878) 
Dean  Short Stories Nos. 3 & 4 Embers, Komarov’s Last Words 
Mozart  Adagio & Fugue in b minor (after Bach’s BWV 849) 
Dean   Short Stories No. 5 Arietta 
Mozart   Adagio & Fugue in A minor, K 405/3 
 (after Bach’s BWV 867) 
Hindemith   Trauermusik for Solo Viola and Strings 
Mahler  Adagio from Symphony No. 10 
 (arr. for Chamber Orchestra by Michelle Casteletti)

Mozart’s poignant Masonic Funeral Music partners Hindemith’s 
achingly beautiful Trauermusik.  Mozart adds his own voice to Bach’s 
music, paying tribute to the master of fugue, while Australian Brett 
Dean’s Short Stories serve as interludes in between.  Dean’s Devotional, 
a delicate hymn-like chorale, contrasts with the dark and disturbed 
visions of Premonitions.  Embers depicts a dying fire giving off its final 
sparks in a slow, dreamy movement that explores string colours.  
Kamarov’s Last Words refers to Cosmonaut Kamarov, the first person 
to die in space in 1967.  Arietta is a disembodied song of ‘near-resolve’.  
Mahler’s unfinished Tenth Symphony traverses an unremitting arc of 
emotion. Its atmospheric Adagio, an immensely spacious expression 
of personal despair, closes this beautiful yet ethereal programme.

Wednesday 11 September  
Monkstown Parish Church, Dublin @ 8pm
www.irishchamberorchestra.com
€25, €22, €10 students, €5 children

Thursday 12 September    
CIT Cork School of Music, Cork @ 7.30pm
www.corkorchestralsociety.ie
€25, €20, €5 students
€15, €10 (COS members)

Friday 13 September     
St. Mary’s Cathedral, Limerick @ 8pm
www.irishchamberorchestra.com
€25, €22, €10 students, €5 children

OCTOBER
Irish Chamber Orchestra
Gábor Káli Conductor
Sheku Kanneh-Mason Cello

SAINT-SAËNS CELLO CONCERTO
Beethoven  Egmont Overture, Op. 84
Deirdre McKay  Meltwater
Saint-Saëns  Cello Concerto No. 1  in A minor, Op. 33
Bizet  Symphony in C major

Winner of the 2016 BBC Young Musician of the Year, and featured artist 
at Harry and Megan’s Royal Wedding, the amazing young cellist Sheku 
Kanneh-Mason joins the ICO for the first time: performing Saint-
Saëns’s Cello Concerto No. 1 – an instant hit and firm favourite, due 
to its melodic content and virtuosic writing.  Innovative and unique, 
it demonstrates the range, and dynamic projection of the cello, that 
speaks to the soul. Beethoven’s thrilling Overture to Goethe’s play 
Egmont, captures its themes of tyranny and defiance - resulting in 
music of explosive power. The inspiration for Irish composer Deirdre 
McKay’s Meltwater transports us to a distant world of glaciers - both 
solid and liquid. Bizet‘s Symphony in C Major reveals the individuality 
of a young man with a rare gift for melody and an instinctive grasp 
of form.  Undiscovered for 80 years, it‘s an absolute gem. Gábor Káli, 
one of Europe’s finest young maestros, conducts these two magical 
performances.

Wednesday 23 October  
University Concert Hall, Limerick @ 8pm
061 331549 www.uch.ie
€25, €22, €10 students, €5 children

Thursday 24 October  
St Peter’s Church of Ireland, Drogheda @ 7.30pm
041 983 3946 www.droichead.com
Advance €19, €17 conc*, €5 student/child 

NOVEMBER
Irish Chamber Orchestra
Jörg Widmann Conductor/Clarinet
Claron Mc Fadden Soprano

U.S. TOUR
Mendelssohn   String Symphony No. 8
Widmann Attempt at a Fugue for Soprano & Orchestra
                              (ICO/Stuttgarter Kammerorchester commission  
 for string orchestra)
Mozart  Adagio and Fugue in C Minor, K. 546
Widmann 180 Beats Per Minute
Weber Quintet for Clarinet and Strings, Op. 34

Mendelssohn’s early string Sinfonias ooze brilliance and No. 8, one 
of the gems amongst the 12, splendidly captures his teenage spirit.  
Mendelssohn loved this work so much that he fleshed it out to become 
his first symphony scored for full orchestra.  Renowned soprano Claron 
McFadden’s incredible vocal purity and acrobatics is at the heart of 
Widmann’s gripping Attempt at a Fugue, demonstrating the power of 
the human voice.  Mozart’s C minor Fugue was first composed for two 
pianos, and subsequently scored for strings, adding an introductory 
Adagio reminiscent of a French overture.  Widmann‘s prodigious and 
highly original String Sextet, 180 Beats Per Minute, was inspired by the 
Techno music of his college days.  Widmann shows another layer 
of his exceptional versatility: performing Weber’s dramatic Clarinet 
Quintet with the strings of the ICO. 

Saturday 16 November  
Edman Chapel, Wheaton College, Illinois @ 7.30pm

Tuesday 19 November  
Zankel Hall, Carnegie Hall, New York @ 7.30pm

Wednesday 20 November 
Library of Congress, Washington DC @ 8pm

“Widmann’s energy doesn’t 
seem to have any boundaries, 
he simply motivates everyone 

around him, be it the hard 
working shining brass, the 

zippy violins or the juicy 
explosions in sound.”  

Rhein-Neckar Zeitung


